Committee on Courses of Instruction (COCI)

Meeting Agenda

February 20, 2018
2:10pm-4:00pm
410 Mrak

*Note*
All pertinent documents are attached to the meeting call and/or posted in ASIS. To save resources, we no longer print agendas or meeting calls.
ASIS website: http://asis.ucdavis.edu

1. Title IV Confirming Academic Activity – Update
2. GE Literacy Interpretations – see proposed revisions on ASIS Whiteboard
   Committee is fine with most of the revisions. Would like to add sections to indicate to Originators how the information in the ICMS form will be used to address the minimum elements in the interpretations. Committee disagrees that each literacy must be essential to passing the course and notes that implementation of such a requirement may be unmanageable. Members suggest that instead, each literacy should be an integral part of the course. Chair and analyst will make additional revisions and post to Whiteboard for committee review.
3. Bulk GE Literacy removal at the request of the department in response to GE assessment review
   Committee agrees that we should move forward with this. Note to be careful of removing GE literacies that might affect the units or learning activities of the course (those revisions need to be reviewed by the committee). Analyst to create a first draft of a MOU template.
4. Arts & Humanities topical breadth for Language Courses (POR 1, 2, 3, 21, 22)
   Analyst to approve POR 1, 2, 3, 21, 22
5. New UWP courses (UWP 1A and UWP 7) – see notes for Prep Ed Committee on ASIS Whiteboard
   Committee agrees that the grading for one course cannot be related to the grading in another course (relevant for UWP 1A). Analyst will note this for returning the forms in ICMS.
6. ICMS Update and Notes from last review batch
   Committee would like to see more information about the plans to keep online content up to date in virtual and hybrid course submissions in ICMS

Consent calendar:

1. Approval of January 16, 2018 meeting action items
   Approved